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NORTH OF MULHOLLAND, A rollercoaster of a read that rivals Sidney Sheldon and Harold

Robbins in its emotional intensity. A focused work of love, greed, power, lust, and money in

todayâ€™s entertainment industry. Tightly written, the characters come alive, each a story within a

story. Pettit paints a masterpiece filled with glitz and glamor, of ruthlessness and cruelty, of love and

passion. The suspense builds to a nerve shattering unexpected ending that will leave you

breathless.Dan West plays every trick he knows to keep Mulholland Studios going long enough to

finish a picture that could bring him back from the brink of bankruptcy. As he fights for survival, he is

being double-crossed and betrayed from within his own ranks. His financial consultant, his longtime

friend, is siphoning money off the top of every penny that comes in to feed his gambling, partying,

and blow habit. Danâ€™s wife is killed in a tragic auto accident in Cabo San Lucas with another man

only to find out that it wasnâ€™t an accident at all but a devious plot to take the Studio away from

him. The sharks come out of the water when the word spreads that Dan West is going down for the

count. The Vegas mob want control of the Studio to launder money through, Chicago entrepreneurs

want the film properties for investments, peers want him destroyed out of jealousy and greed. To

come out alive he has to fight back using the same tactics as his opponents. Emotionally sapped,

he comes back with a vengeance.  Sure to be a major International hit.
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I was thrilled to read North of Mulholland as I lived in the LA area years ago. It was like taking a trip

back, minus the drama. Author Pettit take you on a Thrill Ride with this tale of deceit, betrayal and

corruption in the movie industry and just within one family. Life can change drastically in one week,

and this is the story for Dan West, owner of Mulholland Studios as his life becomes a living

nightmare as tries to unravel tragedy and corruption right under his nose. The rapid-fire scenes had

me turning pages. Nothing short of a Best Seller here! Mike Pit has a new fan here. Canâ€™t wait

for the sequel!

Mike Pettit has written an over-the top- novel with North of Mulholland. Harold Robbins and Sidney

Sheldon.. MOVE OVER! North of Mulholland has all the elements of a best seller...crime, murder,

romance, greed, humor...everything a reader could ask for. Although a departure from his usual

genre and writing style, Mr. Pettit has succeeded in keeping a fast pace and leaves you hanging at

the end of each chapter with some his best characters to date. The protagonist, Dan, has his plate

full of grief, financial worries, traitorous employees, betrayal by those he thought were his best

friends, and finding himself in personal danger from friends and enemies. Despite all this, Pettit

manages to mix in humor and downright hysterical characters, and his descriptions of them will

have your sides sore from laughing. One of the things I like best about Mike's books is the humor

which always gives us a respite from the intensity of the story. Mike Pettit is about to take his place

with the writing gods. I can't wait for his sequel "IDOL"...and hope to see most of the NoM

characters again...except for the dead ones, of course!

Mike has again hit a Home Run. This book has a story line that has more twist and turns than the

actual Mulholland Drive! I was drawn into this drama at an unbelievable pace and could not put it

down until I had consumed the entire read. Mike paints a picture so clear with his writing you feel as

though you are actually watching this all unfold as a secret bystander that no one can detect. The

plot twist and turns and then drops so fast you feel like you are falling only to be snatched back up

and slung to the ceiling! I will not give away any details because you need to read this cold turkey

with no hint or preformed ideas as to what will happen. Make sure that when you pick it up to read it



you do not have anything else on your agenda for a few hours. Because if you do, you will not get to

them until this book is finished.

It is not often I can't guess where the plot is going. This was a great read! It finished STRONG. I

can't wait for the sequel. Mike Petitt is a master story teller.
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